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TRADE DEVELOPMENT FACILITY 2 – CASE STUDIES 

DataCom receives a BAF grant to develop a mobile app 

 

Trade has an impact on incomes – an increase in the volume of trade of 10 per cent can raise per capita income 

by over 5 per cent. Due to the important positive benefits of trade on economic growth and poverty reduction, 

the Australian Government has set an aid for trade target that represents 20 per cent of the total aid budget by 

2020. In Laos, the Australian aid for trade objective is to build a stronger trade regime and more competitive 

private sector. Support to the micro, small and medium-sized enterprise sector aims at improving their 

competiveness and ability to export, with a particular focus on women entrepreneurs. 

 

This case study focuses on how DataCom, an IT company based in Laos received a BAF grant for senior 

engineers to learn how to make mobile applications and developed two mobile applications for IOS and Android. 

 

 

THE SECOND TRADE DEVELOPMENT FACILITY 

(TDF-2) 

 

TDF-2 is a multi-donor project funded by Australia, 

the European Union, Germany, Ireland, the United 

States and the World Bank focusing on improving 

trade and private sector development in Lao PDR. 

The TDF-2 includes the Business Assistance 

Facility and the Garment Skills Development 

Centre.  

 

THE BUSINESS ASSISTANCE FACILITY (BAF) 

 

The Business Assistance Facility is part of the 

“diversification and competitiveness” sub-

component of TDF-2. BAF is designed to support 

individual firms build their skills and experience so 

that they can grow and become more competitive 

internationally. This is achieved through two main 

activities: (i) direct consulting services to individual 

firms regarding their business growth plans; and (ii) 

matching grants to assist individual firms to 

purchase specialized business development 

services in support of their growth plans. BAF 

commenced operations on 1st October 2013 and is 

scheduled to conclude on 31st March 2017. 

DATACOM 

 

DataCom is a successful, 100% 

Lao-owned, business generating 

$8 million in revenue and 

employing more than 70 staff 

including 30 engineers. DataCom 

provides a full range of IT services and products 

such as servers, storage and network, notebooks, 

laptops and software, banking solutions including 

ATM machines, consulting services including 

network and data centre design, network 

optimisation and system design, application 

maintenance and support. They were the first 

authorized Dell distributor in Laos in 1997. Other 

partners include APC, Oracle, Samsung, Toshiba, 

Emerson and Microsoft. While their revenue is high 

at USD 8 million a year, according to project 

manager Manilay Vanphavong, the profit margin is 

still small due to continuous investments to develop 

human resources and new technology. 

 
Datacom newly renovated office and shop in Vientiane 
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THE BAF GRANT 

 

DataCom applied for a BAF grant to develop the 

capacity of staff to design applications for mobile 

devices. CEO, Mr Thanongsinh Kankaya, had a plan 

to develop a mobile application since late 2014 but did 

not have the skills among his staff. Mobile application 

development is very new in Laos. DataCom has been 

looking for one extra skilled programmer for a year 

already but had not been able to find someone who 

could design mobile applications. 
 

Freshly trained DataCom programmers developing a new 

mobile app 

 

DataCom used the BAF grant to hire a Thai sub-

contractor to develop the IOS application and to train 

two DataCom staff to develop the Android app. The 

trainees were two skilled programmers of DataCom, 

one is a supervisor programmer graduated from 

Singapore and the other one graduated from the 

University of Thailand. The training was carried out in 

early April 2015 to a total cost of USD 7100. 50% of 

the cost was supported by BAF. Two trainers came 

three times including a preparation and skills 

assessment stage as well as step 1 and step 2 of 

training.  

 

WHAT CHANGED? 

 

After the training DataCom developed two mobile 

applications. The first was KinYu, a Lao directory with 

hotels, restaurants and tourist attractions in English 

and Lao language targeting foreign tourists and 

locals. The app will be launched in December 2015. It 

is planned that Chinese language will also be added. 

Another application, a monitoring tool, is also being 

developed based on a request from one of their new 

clients but the contents are still confidential.  

WHAT’S NEXT? 

 

To improve their profit margins DataCom need to 

improve their finance and management system and 

for this purpose they would like to implement 

Enterprise Resource Planning software. The software 

is very expensive so they would to obtain assistance 

from BAF to purchase it and train their staff.  

 

Accessing the BAF has boosted motivation in 

DataCom.”We are so proud. It is the first time an 

organization recognizes our hard work and supports 

us” said project manager Manilay Vanphavong. 

Continuous innovation is essential for companies in 

the IT industry. But for DataCom, a company that 

generates considerable revenue but has tight profit 

margins, it has been challenging to take on the risks 

and extra costs to implement management’s new 

ideas. These challenges are compounded by the 

reality of operating in the Lao PDR where there is a 

lack of technical skills and other support services. 

Accessing the BAF has helped the company to 

implement one of their new ideas – the development 

of two apps – as well as develop the skills of their high 

level staff. Successfully implementing one innovation 

project may lead to improved motivation and 

confidence to undertaken further innovation. 

 

First designs of the KinYu app – It is an in-house 

development project, so DataCom will sell advertising space 

to finance it. 

Launching is scheduled in December 15 


